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Summary:

New York City Transitional Finance Authority;
Appropriations

Credit Profile

US$750.0 mil bldg aid rev bnds ser 2016 S-1 due 07/15/2045

Long Term Rating AA/Stable New

Rationale

Standard & Poor's Ratings Services assigned its 'AA' rating to New York City Transitional Finance Authority's (TFA)

$750 million building aid revenue bonds, fiscal 2016 series S-1, and affirmed its 'AA' rating on the authority's $7.3

billion of parity debt. The outlook is stable.

The rating reflects what we view as:

• Strong bond provisions, established under statute and indenture, directing the flow of building aid directly to the

trustee for the benefit of bondholders in advance of debt service due dates;

• The stability of building aid flowing to New York City, along with the state's steady commitment to fund this

program over time even in difficult budget periods;

• Strong debt service coverage (DSC) from building aid confirmed on previously approved projects;

• The capture of building aid in the fiscal year before the debt service payment requirement; and

• New York State's constitutional and statutory commitment to fund education.

The 2016 series S-1 bond proceeds will be used to fund a portion of New York City's capital plan for educational

facilities. The bonds will be issued as multi-modal bonds issued in the fixed rate mode. The authority may cause a

mandatory tender at the optional redemption price on any date the bonds are subject to optional redemption.

According to the 88th Series Resolution, if the authority chooses to convert to another rate mode that requires a

liquidity facility the authority would seek rating confirmations.

All state building aid payable to the city secures the building aid revenue bonds on a direct payment basis in advance

of debt service payment, plus in the event of default, an intercept of all other state aid to New York City for education

available under section 99-b of state law. The School Financing Act approved by the New York State Legislature in

2006 authorized up to $9.4 billion state building aid appropriation bonds (BARBs), notes, or other obligations

outstanding. The TFA currently has approximately $7.3 billion of BARBs outstanding. The act authorizes New York

City to assign all state building aid received under Section 3602.6 of the state education law to the TFA, with funds

paid directly to a trustee from the state comptroller for payment on the bonds.

The existing TFA indenture for future tax-secured bonds was amended to establish a building aid subaccount where

revenue is segregated to fund debt service for the BARBs. Because the existing TFA indenture was used, building aid is

pledged on a basis subordinate to all TFA future tax-supported bonds secured by city income and sales taxes that were
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outstanding (senior, subordinate, and recovery bonds), up to and including the TFA's series 2007 building aid bond

issue, currently totaling $1.39 billion outstanding, as well as subordinate to operating costs of the TFA to the extent not

otherwise paid by tax revenues. Building aid is not available to pay debt service on TFA future tax-secured bonds

issued after the series 2007 S-1bonds. Due to the strong coverage of TFA future tax-secured debt by pledged tax

revenue without regard to building aid, and the quarterly retention features of the existing TFA future tax-secured

revenue bond structure (current rating is 'AAA' based on the security of city income and sales taxes), we do not

consider this a material credit consideration. TFA future tax-secured income tax and sales tax revenue in fiscal 2015

covered annual TFA future tax-secured debt service 8.62x.

The pledge of building aid to the building aid bonds is also subordinate to New York Municipal Bond Bank Agency

prior claims bonds series 2012A (AA/Stable), New York City educational construction loan fund bonds to the extent

needed to restore the debt service reserve (AA-/Stable based on New York City lease payments), and section 99-b

state aid interceptable for the benefit of any defaulted New York City general obligation (GO) or TFA bonds issued for

school purposes. Confirmed building aid to New York City for fiscal 2015 covers estimated new BARB maximum

annual debt service (MADS) after this sale of $588 million at a strong, in our opinion, 1.77x. Although all building aid is

pledged to secure the bonds, New York City will only use confirmed building aid due to the city for projects already

authorized by the state department of education when issuing additional debt. Confirmed building aid due to the city

must cover debt service on debt outstanding and proposed debt by 1x. Given the city's significant capital program for

education-related projects ($14.9 billion through fiscal 2019) that will receive building aid reimbursement in the future,

the actual flow of state building aid to New York City on an annual basis will likely provide a significant margin of DSC,

in our view.

Total pledged building aid in fiscal 2016, according to the city, is $1.065 billion, in line with fiscal 2015 amounts. The

prior and competing claims bonds also have a lien on total state education aid to New York City, which amounted to

$9 billion in fiscal 2015. A memorandum of understanding with the state comptroller prioritizes other state aid first for

the competing claims bonds. Assuming bond defaults on all other competing claims bonds, which we view as highly

unlikely, combined education aid in fiscal 2015 of $9 billion covered combined annual debt service on contingent claim

bonds, plus estimated new MADS on BARBs and bank bond agency 2012A prior claims MADS, by 4x, which we

consider still strong.

For more information on the prior-lien income and sales tax-supported TFA bonds, see the summary published Feb. 4,

2016, on RatingsDirect. For more information on the credit quality of New York City GO bonds, see the most recent

New York City GO analysis published Jan. 25, 2016; for more information on the credit quality of New York State, see

the most recent state GO analysis published March 9, 2015.

Bond Provisions

State education building aid, and income and sales tax revenue additionally pledged to the TFA tax secured bonds, are

deposited together into a collection account, in which there is a tax revenue subaccount, receiving tax revenues, and a

building aid subaccount, receiving state building aid.
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State education building aid in the building aid subaccount is used first to pay senior pre-2007 TFA tax-secured debt to

the extent there are shortfalls in pledged income and sales tax revenues, second to pay authority operating expenses to

the extent that tax revenues are insufficient, and third to pay junior-lien pre-2007 TFA tax-secured debt; fourth to pay

the TFA BARBs, including the series 2016 S-1 and parity debt; and fifth the remaining revenues are released to New

York City free of any lien by at least the last day of each month. State building aid is retained in the school bond

account that pays debt service once the amount of state building aid remaining to be received within the fiscal year

equals 110% of the amount of school bond debt service payable in the following fiscal year.

Outlook

The stable outlook reflects our stable outlook on New York State as well as our understanding that state building aid

has, and will continue to be, funded on a consistent basis over time. In our opinion, the bond structure established to

divert building aid revenue to fund debt service is what we consider strong. Although existing building aid pledged to

the bonds provides solid DSC, the significant capital program for New York City schools should, in our opinion, ensure

a steady flow of additional building aid to the city. If building aid was not appropriated or leverage accelerated and

building aid did not increase, the rating could be pressured. If the rating on New York State's GO bonds were to

improve, we could raise the rating.

Related Criteria And Research

Related Criteria

• USPF Criteria: State Credit Enhancement Programs, Nov. 13, 2008

• USPF Criteria: Assigning Issue Credit Ratings Of Operating Entities, May 20, 2015

• Criteria: Use of CreditWatch And Outlooks, Sept. 14, 2009

Ratings Detail (As Of March 9, 2016)

New York City Transitional Fin Auth bldg aid

Long Term Rating AA/Stable Affirmed

New York City Transitional Fin Auth bldg aid ser 2007 S-1 & S-2 (wrap of insured) (FGIC) (ASSURED GTY - SEC MKT)

Unenhanced Rating AA(SPUR)/Stable Affirmed

New York City Transitional Fin Auth bldg aid ser 2007 S-1 (wrap of insured) (FGIC & BHAC) (SEC MKT)

Unenhanced Rating AA(SPUR)/Stable Affirmed

New York City Transitional Fin Auth bldg aid ser 2007 S-2 (wrap of insured) (FGIC, National) (ASSURED GTY-SEC MKT)

Unenhanced Rating AA(SPUR)/Stable Affirmed

New York City Transitional Fin Auth bldg aid (ASSURED GTY) (SEC MKT)

Unenhanced Rating AA(SPUR)/Stable Affirmed

New York City Transitional Fin Auth APPROP

Long Term Rating AA/Stable Affirmed

New York City Transitional Fin Auth APPROP

Long Term Rating AA/Stable Affirmed
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Ratings Detail (As Of March 9, 2016) (cont.)

New York City Transitional Fin Auth APPROP

Long Term Rating AA/Stable Affirmed

New York City Transitional Fin Auth APPROP (BHAC) (SEC MKT)

Unenhanced Rating AA(SPUR)/Stable Affirmed

New York City Transitional Fin Auth bldg aid

Unenhanced Rating AA(SPUR)/Stable Affirmed

New York City Transitional Fin Auth bldg aid ser 2007 S-1

Unenhanced Rating AA(SPUR)/Stable Affirmed

Many issues are enhanced by bond insurance.

Certain terms used in this report, particularly certain adjectives used to express our view on rating relevant factors,

have specific meanings ascribed to them in our criteria, and should therefore be read in conjunction with such criteria.

Please see Ratings Criteria at www.standardandpoors.com for further information. Complete ratings information is

available to subscribers of RatingsDirect at www.globalcreditportal.com. All ratings affected by this rating action can

be found on Standard & Poor's public Web site at www.standardandpoors.com. Use the Ratings search box located in

the left column.
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S&P may receive compensation for its ratings and certain analyses, normally from issuers or underwriters of securities or from obligors. S&P

reserves the right to disseminate its opinions and analyses. S&P's public ratings and analyses are made available on its Web sites,

www.standardandpoors.com (free of charge), and www.ratingsdirect.com and www.globalcreditportal.com (subscription) and www.spcapitaliq.com

(subscription) and may be distributed through other means, including via S&P publications and third-party redistributors. Additional information

about our ratings fees is available at www.standardandpoors.com/usratingsfees.

S&P keeps certain activities of its business units separate from each other in order to preserve the independence and objectivity of their respective

activities. As a result, certain business units of S&P may have information that is not available to other S&P business units. S&P has established

policies and procedures to maintain the confidentiality of certain nonpublic information received in connection with each analytical process.

To the extent that regulatory authorities allow a rating agency to acknowledge in one jurisdiction a rating issued in another jurisdiction for certain

regulatory purposes, S&P reserves the right to assign, withdraw, or suspend such acknowledgement at any time and in its sole discretion. S&P

Parties disclaim any duty whatsoever arising out of the assignment, withdrawal, or suspension of an acknowledgment as well as any liability for any

damage alleged to have been suffered on account thereof.

Credit-related and other analyses, including ratings, and statements in the Content are statements of opinion as of the date they are expressed and

not statements of fact. S&P's opinions, analyses, and rating acknowledgment decisions (described below) are not recommendations to purchase,

hold, or sell any securities or to make any investment decisions, and do not address the suitability of any security. S&P assumes no obligation to

update the Content following publication in any form or format. The Content should not be relied on and is not a substitute for the skill, judgment

and experience of the user, its management, employees, advisors and/or clients when making investment and other business decisions. S&P does

not act as a fiduciary or an investment advisor except where registered as such. While S&P has obtained information from sources it believes to be

reliable, S&P does not perform an audit and undertakes no duty of due diligence or independent verification of any information it receives.

No content (including ratings, credit-related analyses and data, valuations, model, software or other application or output therefrom) or any part

thereof (Content) may be modified, reverse engineered, reproduced or distributed in any form by any means, or stored in a database or retrieval

system, without the prior written permission of Standard & Poor's Financial Services LLC or its affiliates (collectively, S&P). The Content shall not be

used for any unlawful or unauthorized purposes. S&P and any third-party providers, as well as their directors, officers, shareholders, employees or

agents (collectively S&P Parties) do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or availability of the Content. S&P Parties are not

responsible for any errors or omissions (negligent or otherwise), regardless of the cause, for the results obtained from the use of the Content, or for

the security or maintenance of any data input by the user. The Content is provided on an "as is" basis. S&P PARTIES DISCLAIM ANY AND ALL

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE, FREEDOM FROM BUGS, SOFTWARE ERRORS OR DEFECTS, THAT THE CONTENT'S FUNCTIONING

WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED, OR THAT THE CONTENT WILL OPERATE WITH ANY SOFTWARE OR HARDWARE CONFIGURATION. In no

event shall S&P Parties be liable to any party for any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive, special or consequential

damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including, without limitation, lost income or lost profits and opportunity costs or losses caused by

negligence) in connection with any use of the Content even if advised of the possibility of such damages.

Copyright © 2016 Standard & Poor's Financial Services LLC, a part of McGraw Hill Financial. All rights reserved.
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